PICTOMETRY INTERFACE
VIEW A STRUCTURE FROM MULTIPLE ANGLES AND MEASURE ITS DIMENSIONS ON AN ELECTRONIC MAP

MULTI-ANGLE VIEWING
The Pictometry Interface allows users to view an image from multiple perspectives using oblique imagery, or high-resolution aerial photography captured at a 45-degree angle, allowing both the top and sides of objects to be visible. Map images can be viewed from the north, south, east, west, and from directly above. The ability to view a structure from various angles enables users to quickly determine the size of the structure, identify potential barriers or hazards, and view entrances or exits.

ELECTRONIC MEASUREMENTS
Pictometry users can easily measure the height, area, pitch, and distance of an object using a computer mouse. The ability to easily conduct measurements allows field personnel to arrive on-scene with critical information. For example, firefighters can use Pictometry to determine how tall a structure is and what size of ladders are needed. They can measure the distance from a water source to the fire to know the length of hose needed, as well as determine whether a fire apparatus can be driven under bridges or overpasses.

POLYGON MEASURING TOOL
Users can navigate within the Pictometry map using the polygon feature. A polygon allows users to determine which area on a Spillman Flex map is being seen in Pictometry; the area being viewed in Pictometry is represented by the highlighted polygon on the Flex map. The Pictometry map opens in a separate window and features a toolbar and mapping controls.
Using Flex’s Pictometry Interface, users can view an object from multiple perspectives and measure its dimensions on an electronic map.

A polygon allows the user to determine which area on a Flex map is being seen in Pictometry.

Some agencies may already have access to Pictometry imagery for their jurisdictions. These agencies will only require the Flex interface, which allows them to integrate their existing Pictometry images with Flex’s mapping software, take measurements, and view objects on the map from multiple perspectives. Agencies without Pictometry imagery will need to purchase both Flex’s Pictometry Interface and Pictometry imagery of their jurisdictions. For more information, agencies should contact their Spillman sales representative.